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PART I
Introduction



Chrystalleni Loizidou
Project Co-ordinator 2014-2015) was a six-month EEA-funded programme that aimed to establish a link between Point 

–
–efforts to provide meaningful support 
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Introduction to the Point - Eleneio Programme (2014-2015)



1 In 

Working with the local 
community: blurring the 
lines between “experts” 
and “target audiences”

Institutional bridges

1 

The Story of the Project

Feedback meeting 
with teachers at the 

school (April 6, 2015).

First meeting with 
members of the 

Parents Association in 
November 2014 at 

Point Centre. 

February 2015 
meeting with alumni 
committee to help 
with the organisation 
of a fund-raising event, 
for June 2015. 
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1 

programme began to be understood more like an available tool providing material and 

1

The content of the 
programme

Photos taken by students for an optional activity for 
which they were given photographic and 
audio-recording equipment and invited to take 
photos and sound-recordings of important  
landmarks, which weren't on the usual maps 
(March 2015, in collaboration with teachers Pieros 
Kezou and Andri Moustaka).

Images from voluntary activities developed 
with students of the Eleneio All Day School in 

close collaboration with teacher Panayiotis 
Panteli (years five and six). The sessions took 
a critical, experimental, pedagogic approach, 

with the students also entering the process as 
collaborators and bringing in their own 

concerns and creative interests. 



2 Through these 

3

Community engagement

05

4

5

The programme’s 
academic aspects

2 

An art-educational activity working 
with sound, movement and colour, 
initially developed for Yiannis 
Christofides's exhibition, was then 
developed into an interactive 
installation for the general public. It 
was presented at a community 
event / public space intervention in 
the near-by area, and the parents 
of the children were invied to take 
part (Urban Gorilla's Fouskopolis, 
April 2015).

3 

4 
5 

5 



The Point-Eleneio Team

Building a team

Volunteers

We are grateful to all the above for their contributions and creative input. We would also like to thank Annie 
Damianou who came in to work on the graphic design and dissemination aspects of the project. We are grateful 
to Alkis Hadjiandreou for being there to reflect ideas with throughout the process, and especially for his help 
with the second round of workshops. We would also like to thank Thalia Panayiotou for her invaluable support as 
the EEA Programme Operator. We also owe thanks to all the conference participants for helping us enrich and 
broaden the community of people and ideas around the project. And finally, most significantly, we would like to 
thank the students of the Eleneio. 

School and Ministry
collaborators



PART II

Contextual 
narratives:

An outline of the 
theoretical context 

for the project



1 Alison Rooke 
Curating Community? 

The Relational and Agonistic Value of Participatory Arts in Superdiverse Localities
Cultural Value

Evanthia Tselika
Project Educational Consultant

Considering theories and criticisms around social engagement

A ladder of Participation1 

Point Centre for Contemporary Art has already 
provided opportunities for both students and their 
parents that would otherwise be out of their reach... 
the centre with the school's staff cooperation has 
acted as a link, connecting the school with its 
surroundings
(Part IV, Sharing Thoughts)

Panayiotis Panteli
Educator and Researcher.
Eleneio Optional All-Day School

On Photography and Architecture,
Part III



Sharing Diversity: 
National Approaches

Contemporary 
Practices in Museum 
Learning with regard
to Multiculturalism 
and Integration

Social Engagement in 
Museum and 
GalleryEducation

On Contemporary art, Part III



2

New Analytical Programme 
of Visual Arts

New Programme

10

2 

Thinking about social 
engagement and 
museum education in 
the case of Nicosia, 
Cyprus

On Contemporary art, Part III



Student Voices Europe Student Voices Europe was developed to support 
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The students of the school 
engaged with a series of 
contemporary art 
exhibitions and the project 
navigated this engagement 
so as to address the 
multi-cultural reality of the 
school environment. 
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Connecting Senses, Part III



PART III
Scripts for the

Educational
Workshops

Note: The following learning activities, presented here in the form of scripts for reflection and 
adaptation, were developed specifically for the students of Eleneio, through a deepending 
relationship with the specific students, while getting to know them, their interests, and anticipating 
their responses. The workshops also responded to limitations imposed by the school schedule, and 
were planned in a way that was open for the teachers to join in and contribute at different stages. 
Depending on the mood and dynamic of each group, they relied on improvisation on behalf of the 
facilitators. The scripts are presented here without visual aids. For photographic documentation 
corresponding to specific activities please turn to Part IV. 



Workshop series 1
Connecting senses

It is important to note that the workshop was designed and delivered in partnership with the artist 

Introduction
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Exhibition Information

Point Centre for Contemporary Art presented a sound installation by the 
composer, sound artist and sound designer Yiannis Christofides; a 
multichannel sonic environment that explored a sense of place through 
listening, ritual and the condition of darkness. 

Yiannis Christofides

Yiannis Christofides,
The Blind Ear
Point Centre for 
Contemporary Art
31.10.2014 – 29.11.2014

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The workshop encourages 
students to: »

»
»
»
»

»
»
»

»

»
»
» play

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

 Materials
»
» Tempera Paints

»
» Coloured markers

»
»
»
»
»
»



LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction:
Sound and the city:
a sound walk

Note: The first activity is initiated at 
the school’s premises, is carried out 
during the students’ transfer to the 
art centre and is completed upon 
arrival at the art centre. The artist 
Yiannis Christofides also participates 
as an art-educator. 

E.g. “If you were a sound, which one do you think you would be?”

 “Is there a sound that could describe you or your personality?”

E.g. “We are part of the city, but we never listen to what it has to say to us. Wouldn’t it be nice  
   if today we let it talk to us? Let’s play a game – we will start by listening to the sounds close  
   to us, we will try and remember them, and then we will attempt to hear the ones that are  
   further away. Let’s see how many each of us can remember!”

E.g. “What kind of sounds did we listen to on our way here?”

 “What type of differences did these sounds have?”

 “Which sounds were strong and which ones appeared more subtle?”

 “Which sounds did you prefer?”

 “What kind of feelings do they trigger?”

ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Active listening

E.g. “How do we feel right now about being in this dark room and listening to these sounds?”

 “What kind of sounds can we hear?”, “Do they point to a specific landscape or a place?   
   Where could that be?”

 “How do you think these sounds were amassed or created and how did they end up being   
   played in this space?”

 “What would be the opposite of that which you are currently feeling?”

 “With which sounds could you connect it?”

 “Do you think that there is a difference between listening to sounds in the dark and listening  
   to sounds in the light? How does it differ?”

 “What sort of images come up in our mind while listening to these sounds?”



ACTIVITY 4 (years 1, 2, 3, & 4)
Drawing sound:
Producing a graphic score

We turn on the lights and invite the students to try and translate the sounds they have heard in a 

E.g. “What would happen if we now attempted to draw the sounds we have heard? How would  
   they look in colour, on paper?”

E.g. “What colour do you think this or that sound could be?”

 “Could you find a feeling that could match those?”

 “If we were to depict a sound that we can hear loudly and one that is far away from us how  
   would these differ on paper?”

ACTIVITY 5 (years 1, 2, 3, & 4)
Giving sound to our drawing:
Performing our graphic score

E.g. “Should your spoon be heard loudly or should it be heard subtly?”

 “How could it imitate the sound of the car you have drawn?”

 “How should the blue colour be heard?”

  “Could the line sound differently than the circle?”

ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Moving lights and colours

E.g. “If we were to represent or translate any of these sounds with movement how do you think  
   it would look like? What sort of body movements would you choose and why?”



ACTIVITY 6 (years 5 & 6)
Creating a 24-hour 
soundscape of Nicosia

Note: The activity was inspired by 
Yiannis Christofides’s soundscape 
entitled ‘Postcards: Nicosia’

DEPICTING SOUNDS

E.g. “Based on the sounds we have heard during our walk, what type of images you
   would choose?”

 “What can we hear now while sitting indoors?”

 “Which sounds would you keep for your map and which would you throw away?”
(Although the focus is on actual city sounds but those who prefer to take a fictional, non-realist approach are 
not discouraged from doing so.)

CATEGORISING OUR DEPICTED SOUNDS

PLAYING OUR DEPICTED SOUNDS

E.g. “Would you say that some sounds are heard throughout the day or not?”

 “Which sounds do you think belong to daytime and which to nightime?”

 “If we were to match each sound with a specific hour of the day, what would the new   
   re-arrangement sound like?”



ACTIVITY 8 (years 5 & 6)
Mapping image and sound 

 “How is the urban environment structured and navigated, and then interpreted and   
   perceived? How do we recognise and agree on the city’s landmarks? What does Nicosia   
   really look like and sound like?”

ADDITIONAL / 
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 7 (all years)
Singing in different 
languages



Workshop Series 2
On photography and architecture:
Capturing and developing our own Architectures

Introduction
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Exhibition Information

Point Centre for Contemporary Art presented an exhibition featuring photos of 
Maria and Neoptolemos Michaelides’s residence by the architectural 
photographer Hélène Binet. Point commissioned Binet to come to Cyprus and 
photograph the house which was designed by Michaelides and constructed in 
the mid-sixties. The exhibition placed the focus upon the outstanding work of 
Neoptolemos Michaelides, one of the key figures of architectural modernism in 
Cyprus, and simultaneously opens the discourse around it at an international 
level. Through the lens of Binet the interior and exterior of the house that the 
architect and his artist wife resided, was reduced to the qualities and core 
values that characterised Michaelides’s working idiosyncrasy. Before setting up 
her heavy analogue cameras and beginning to structure her images, Binet 
spent time in and around the house, engaging in an intimate experience of the 
building following a ritual-like procedure. Her frames emphasise the strong 
concept behind the residential building and highlight the qualities represented 
on its structural elements.  Binet (re)introduced us to the world of the architect 
with images that trigger thinking processes and dreams and invites us to 
reflect on the essence of things, a process that defined Michaelides’s working 
and living philosophy. Binet has developed a unique way of looking at buildings, 
penetrating to their core, capturing the values and truths that they 
encapsulate and exposing them in her photographs. The underlying theme in 
her work is the interplay of light, shadow and texture of materials and 
architectural elements. By choosing to focus on certain details, elements or 
lines and to position them together in her frames, she initiates a dialogue 
between them. Thus, her work goes beyond documentation and is best 
described as a compositional process that brings forward essential connections 
and associations. 

Parallel readings by Petros Phokaides and pick nick 

Petros Phokaides

pick nick 

Maria and 
Neoptolemos 
Michaelides Residence 
by Neoptolemos 
Michaelides
Photographed by Hélène 
Binet with parallel 
readings by Petros 
Phokaides and pick nick
05.12.2014 – 31.01.2015
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Hélène Binet 

www.helenebinet.com

Neoptolemos Michaelides

Petros Phokaides 

 
pick nick 

 www.picknickworks.org



LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The proposed workshop 
encourages students to: »

»
»

»

»

» use their senses and observation skills to engage with the photographs and   

»
»
»

»
»

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

 Materials
» 1 personal photo album

»
» Cardboard boxes of various sizes (1 per 2 students)

»

»

» 1 world map

»

 homeless people)

»
»
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction:

E.g. “On your way here, were you impressed by any of the buildings you saw?”

 “Why did it catch your attention?”

 “What did it feature that separated it from the other buildings?”

E.g. “Unfortunately, touching is not permitted and we should also avoid running around. It is   
   absolutely fine to talk to one another, but we must remember not to shout.”

E.g. “How is this exhibition different from the previous one? What do we see in the space
   this time round?”

 “Is this art?”

 “Who do you think created/designed this building? Do you think it was a man or a woman?” 

 “Who do you think took these photographs? Do you think it is a man or a woman?”

E.g. “Neoptolemos Michaelides (1920-1993) is considered to be one of the most important   
 Cypriot architects as he designed a number of ‘modernist’ buildings.”

 “What do we mean by that? What do you believe an architect does? What is his/her job?”

“Hélène Binet is a photographer who lives in London. Before 
setting up her analogue cameras and beginning to structure her images, Binet spent time in and around the 
house, engaging in an intimate experience of the building following a ritual-like procedure. Her frames 
emphasise the strong concept behind the residential building and highlight the qualities represented on its 
structural elements.  Binet’s intention is to introduced us to the world of the architect with images that trigger 
thoughts and dreams. She invites us to reflect on the essence of things, a process that defined Michaelides’s 
working and living philosophy. “What do you think the job of a photographer is?”



ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Discovering photography / 
Thinking about the house / 
Interpreting the images

Thinking about the house

The technology behind photography: “What is photography? What is a photograph?”, “How do 
we take pictures?”, “Do we take pictures in the same way as, let’s say, 15 years ago?”, “If we 
were to tell you that Hélène, the photographer of this exhibition, took analogue pictures, what 
would you understand by that?”, “Which do you think is the difference between an analogue 
and a digital picture?” At this point we show students a set of old photographs or a photograph 

The role of photography: “Why do we take pictures?”, “Are there different kinds of pictures?”, 
“Do you ever take pictures?”, “Do we take pictures at home?”, “Do we have pictures at home? If 
yes, where do we find them?”

Photography at the exhibition: “What do you think of these pictures?”, “What colours and 
shapes can you identify?”, “What do you think took place at this part of the house?”, “Do you 
think that somebody lives there?” “What kind of pictures are we looking at? What is 
architectural photography? Why would we take photographs of an empty house? What can we 
say about the style of the photographs? What is composition?” 

Interpreting the images: 

The house and the city: “What does the word ‘house’ mean to you?”, “Are all houses the 
same?”, “How can houses be different? Would you say that we have different kinds of houses? If 
yes, which are those?”, “Are all houses the same in all cities or do they differ? How do they 
differ?”, “If a house is where people live in, then what does a school house? What does a post 
office house? What does the museum house?”, “Which part of the house do you use the most 
and why?”, “Which part of the city do you use the most and why?”, “Which parts of the city do 
you like the most?”

Additional questions that can be used: 
“Have you ever seen any architectural plans?”, “What is their use?”, “What do you observe in 
this one? What does it show?”
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ACTIVITY 4 (years 1&2)
Show, Imagine, and Tell: 
Dancing in the cities
of the world

“How do you think people dance in this city?”, “If you were in this city, how 
would you dance?”

Note: We used the following pre-selected links, but also followed 
recommendations from the students
London

Moscow

Rio

Beirut

Manila

Nicosia

Beijing

ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Collaborating on a city / box

“What kinds of buildings do we find in a city?”, “Do all cities look alike or do they differ?”, “
How do people live in a city?“, “Is this different from living elsewhere?”, “What would we like our 
city to be like?”



ACTIVITY 6 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
Building a city

Note: During our discussion about these different cities we use key words to contextualise the 
activity more broadly, such as citizen, homeless, architecture, social housing, election, architect, civil 
engineer, contractor, politics, city council, mayor, municipal worker, and so on. 

E.g. “What kinds of buildings does a city have? What else do we find in a city?” [Schools, houses,  
   skyscrapers, streets, parks, trees, museums, shops, restaurants, coffee shops, offices,   
   churches, etc.]

 “If, for example, we have a number of different nationalities and religions in a city, what   
   kinds of buildings should there exist to take all of this in consideration?”

 “What would you like to add to the city?”

ACTIVITY 5 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
Collaborative intervention 
piece

We put to them the following questions:

» 

» What is your favourite room in the house and why?

» 

» 



ACTIVITY 8 (years 5 & 6, 
optional)
Audio-visual mapping

ADDITIONAL / 
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 7 (all ages, pre- or 
post-visit)
The story of a building

This Postcard Map, presents fragments of an exercise developed after Yiannis Christofides workshops, based on 
the idea of creating a sound-map. It presents aspects of maps, images and sound clips of inner-city Nicosia, 
gathered by the 5th and 6th year students outside school hours (See artedupractices.org). It relates to visual 
and acoustic documentations of the students’ experience of the city outside the school day, allowing questions 
to be raised about how we interpret and perceive the urban environment.



Workshop Series 3
On Contemporary Art:
Objects and their secrets

Introduction



Exhibition Information

Point presented the first solo exhibition of Christodoulos Panayiotou in 
Cyprus. The exhibition brought together existing and newly commissioned 
work under the title Stories from the lives of my friends.

In 1889, the celebrated Russian dramaturge Anton Chekhov wrote in a 
letter to his intimate friend Aleksey Suvorin: “Guess what, I’m writing a 
novel!!! And what an intricate plot! I’ve called it Stories from the lives of 
my friends”. This would be a novel that Chekhov never completed. By 
borrowing the allusive title of this unfulfilled project, Panayiotou did not 
attempt a retrospective speculation on this lost literary impulse; on the 
contrary, he proposed the title as a radical interpretation of Chekhov’s 
dramaturgy and relevant notion of subtext.  As Stanislavski wrote 
"Chekhov oftenexpressed his thought not in speeches, but in pauses or 
between the lines or in replies consisting of a single word […] the 
characters often feel and think things not expressed in the lines they 
speak". The concept of subtext, especially after its elevation to a method 
in the United States and its global propagation, remains an important link 
between modern and contemporary theatre.

Theatrical legacies, aspects and notions such as “subtext”, “estrangement 
effect” and “disillusionment”, are pivotal elements found in the core of 
Panayiotou’ s practice. For his exhibition at Point he put together a series 
of works which develop beyond what is enounced, as do the writer’s 
characters. Associations and intimate dialogues are implied rather than 
exposed and elaborate dialectics are staged, facilitating thus - almost 
provocatively – the emergence of new discourses. Panayiotou’s choice of 
materials puts the idea of a dominant truth into question and challenges 
the ways we perceive and interpret our collective and individual narrations.

Christodoulos Panayiotou, 

Christodoulos 
Panayiotou,
Stories from the lives of 
my friends
07.03.2015 – 08.05.2015



»
»
» Tempera paints

» Paint brushes and sponges

»
» World map

»
»

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The proposed workshop 
encourages students to: »

»
»
»
»
»

»

»
»
»
»

»

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

 Materials
»



LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction: E.g. “Today we will explore the exhibition, we will create our own a magic carpet, we will   

   investigate an image and discover its hidden meanings and if we are lucky we may get to   
   meet the artist”

E.g. “touching contemporary artworks is not permitted (why?) and we should avoid running   
   around (why?). It is absolutely fine to talk to one another, but we must remember not to   
   shout.”

E.g. “Christodoulos was born in Limassol and currently lives in London and Paris. He studied   
   anthropology and choreography. As an artist he tends to travel around the world and   
   exhibit his art in museums and contemporary art centres. The works of art we will see at  
   this exhibition are the results of his investigation of different ideas – for example, of how   
   the feeling of community is created, of how different social groups emerge, of how   
   different power structures prevail as well as contemporary ‘pop’ and ‘mass culture’. At the  
   same time, in Christodoulos’ work one can trace references to the history of Cyprus. He is    
   interested in how Cyprus’ image is created and presented. His work is exploratory. This is  
   what we will attempt to do as well; we will investigate the objects and works of art by   
   letting our imagination free”.

ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Discovering ideas hiding
in the art-works

“What sort of ideas and thoughts could be hidden in these objects?”, 
“Which works of art do you like the most and why?”, “What kind of stories would you make up 
in relation to these works?”, “What would you ask the artist if he was here?”

about the works and the exhibition (something that was previously avoided so that the students would 

ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Magic carpet



ACTIVITY 4 (all years)
Visual Thinking Strategies

Note: We used the Visual Thinking 
Strategies method. No special art 
training is required for the 
employment of this method. VTS’s 
aim is not to teach the history of a 
work of art, but rather to encourage 
students to use their observational 
skills, carefully listen and build on 
each other’s opinions, and support 
their findings with evidence.

We invite children to look at the image carefully and silently for 2 minutes.

»
» What do you see that makes you say that?

»

The co-ordinator is advised to use three Facilitation Techniques:

»
»
»

Students who raise their hands and must be called on in order to speak, are asked to:

»
» Talk about what they observe

»
»
»

 from www.vtshome.org



ACTIVITY 5 (years 1 & 2)
6. The story of my shoes

E.g. “On how many journeys could our objects have been?”

 “Why do objects travel?”

 “What makes people travel and move around?”

 “Can everything travel freely or do they have to follow a certain route?”, “Are there any   
   rules guiding these journeys?”

ACTIVITY 5 (all ages, optional)
Little stories from the lives 
of my friends

ACTIVITY 6 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
6a. Interviewing the artist 

6b. Taking up the artist’s role



Afternoon Sessions

Eleneio All-Day School, 
years five and six

Exhibition

Afternoon Sessions 
interactive display at 

the Point-Eleneio 
Exhibition at Point 

Centre: We used the 
sheet we wrote and 
drew on during the 

first Afternoon 
Session. This was 
created while we 

were sitting in a circle 
discussing the 

direction our sessions 
would take in the 
following months. 



Sharing Thoughts

This section is dedicated to all of the voices that 
have been part of this journey…

PART IV

Sharing Thoughts



Connecting senses

Sound and the city: a sound walk

Drawing sound: producing a graphic score



I remember / I liked...

When we made a few things out of cardboard 
boxes… We did anything we wanted… Some built a 
stadium; others made buildings, churches… I made a 
big church…

- I liked that room that showed images of mafia in 
Italy throwing fireworks!
- I liked the shoes… It was a mystery…
- I liked mixing two colours together and creating a 
new one… For example, orange… I didn’t know how 
it was created and now I know…

The thing with the copper… The water… I liked it a 
lot… It was very nice and I liked that there was 
nothing digital in it… I liked the fact that everything 
was natural…

When we saw drawings… And some things that 
made music

- When we drew and listened to music and then were 
asked to find and write each country…We wrote 
Nicosia…
- I wrote Bulgaria…
- We wrote Georgia…

Difference is...

Difference is very important because it would not be 
nice to be all the same – the world would not be 
interesting then. For example, if there were only white 
people instead of white and black people, the world 
would be the same, it would be boring.

Different can be a human, a different way of living, it 
can be a personality. Just because all of these are 
different, it doesn’t mean that we have to judge them. 
So, if someone calls you different, then it means that 
you are special for him. Being different or doing 
something different is not something bad, it is just 
unique.

All things are different



Connecting senses

Giving sound to colour: performing our graphic score

Creating a 24-hour soundscape of Nicosia

Moving lights and colours
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I am thankful for the opportunity to be part of this educational programme and act as its 
photographer/videographer. The programme and its collaboration with Eleneion Primary School and its students 
could definitely be characterised as interesting, different and above all else creative. The activities prepared and 
implemented during each visit at Point Centre were successfully directed so as to engage students with the 
artists and the works of art on display. Throughout the time of their visit, I could observe children learning, 
critically posing questions and demanding responses, and expressing their interest for the works of art they were 
encountering or the activity they were asked to carry out. I believe that following each visit of the Eleneion 
students at Point Centre an important amount of data and knowledge was amassed that definitely serves the 
educational programme’s aims and objectives. Due to the fact that this programme was a new and extremely 
interesting experience for me, I am looking forward to reading about it and seeing its results.

Anastasia Magniti
BA Media and Communications,
Cyprus University of Technology

I believe that this programme has been very good for the children. Thanks to the programme and its activities, 
the students were provided with the opportunity to learn about a number of things; they learned about the 
importance of working collectively, of cooperating, of respecting one another, of listening to one another and 
simultaneously they enhanced their knowledge about art and were encouraged to think critically and act 
creatively. Although the project required substantial programming prior to the delivery of each workshop and 
took careful consideration of the time provided for each visit, the students were continuously provided with the 
space and room to freely respond to any of the activities–even if that meant that they did not want to take 
part–and to choose or express their thoughts around any proposed theme. My participation in this programme 
offered me the opportunity to observe the children’s interest in art and in the programme, and how it grew and 
developed.

Marina Andreou
BA Fine Art,
University of Nicosia

My participation in the programme offered me a constructive experience. I was able to practice my interest in 
teaching children in a playful and creative way. It was interesting for me to see how each lesson was structured 
based on the exhibition and age group. There was diversity in workshops and each age group was tough in the 
most appropriate way. Overall it was a joyful participation and it pleased me to see that the children were 
offered an experience like this.

Natalie Antoniou
MA Digital Art and Design,  

University of Nicosia

Volunteers’ Feedback
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On photography and architecture

Discovering photography/ Thinking about the house

Collaborating on a city/box
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My home, my city is…

Home is love, family, friendship, memories

I grew up in the city I live. And I do not know if I can 
bear the thought of leaving it

Home for me is an embrace that keeps me
in good company

My city is my second home...

My city is a historical town

I feel happy!

When I draw…

I like drawing because I can create
whatever I want…

When I am drawing I hear nothing else. It’s just me 
and my drawing waiting to be finished…I feel that I 
am free, calm…

Home for me is my family…The roof under I live
in is my family



Collaborative intervention piece

Building a city

On photography and architecture
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The island of Cyprus is – and has been for centuries now, despite popular belief – a multicultural society. 
Alongside the two main communities of Greek and Turkish origin, smaller minority groups, namely Maronites, 
Latins and Armenians have been living on this island for a very long time. Interaction between these 
communities, however, has been minimal or superficial at best, with separate education systems that led to 
people until this day not being aware of the cultural wealth of Cyprus. And this is the main difference between a 
multicultural society – that is, cultural groups living together without substantial contact – and an intercultural 
society that develops understanding and respect of all people through the interaction of cultural groups.
Nowadays, Cyprus’ cultural wealth has been – or should be – enriched by immigrant flow mainly from Eastern 
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. The key component for turning a fragmented multicultural island into a 
truly intercultural society is education. 

Until recently, the education system in Cyprus has been named ethnocentric, even culturally monolithic, with one 
of the aims being the assimilation of immigrant students. This model of education however has not been 
successful, neither in Cyprus nor the rest of the world; children from minority groups are constantly 
overrepresented in intervention programs for students with learning difficulties. Some scarce efforts have been 
made for improvement towards intercultural education, but we cannot rely solely on the Ministry of Education to 
implement change. This is where organizations such as Art Centres can play a significant part.

‘Eleneion’ primary school, being one of the historical schools of Nicosia and at a strategic geographic place, now 
has a new challenge ahead: to build upon the rich cultural capital of its students in order to become an 
intercultural point of reference for the whole education system. This feat cannot be achieved without help from 
agents outside the school’s boundaries.

The Point Centre for Contemporary Art has already provided opportunities for both students and their parents 
that would otherwise be out of their reach. Namely, they participated in activities such as workshops and 
museum exhibitions, creating art without the strict limitations of expression and imagination that traditional 
schools may have. Thus, Point Centre with the school’s staff cooperation has acted as a link, connecting the 
school with its surroundings. In addition, combining ‘Eleneion’ teachers’ knowledge and skills with the artistic 
minds of professionals from the Centre was also beneficial for all parties involved.

This is only one small step, but an important one, towards the right direction. There are still challenges ahead; 
multicultural schools always have to face with issues like bullying and racism. The continuation of this 
cooperation between ‘Eleneion’ and The Point Centre can help empower students even more, cultivating the true 
sense of respect and empathy.

Panayiotis Panteli
Educator and Researcher, 
Optional All-Day Eleneio School
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Objects and their Secrets

Discovering ideas hiding in the artworks

Visual Thinking Strategies



Art is...

Inspiration!

It is something that all people can
do around the world

When I hear the word ‘art’ it reminds me of myself

Perfect!

Art is an imagination filled with colours

Art is a lesson
Art is a drawing
Art is joy
Art is studying
Art is a school

With art you can express emotions like
love, anger, sadness



Interviewing the artist

Magic carpet



They were very excited! I mean, whatever they did - especially the little ones - were excited and when they 
returned to school they discussed it. They would remember things and they would discuss them. But even when 
we were there [at Point Centre], I observed that they participated in all of the activities and they expressed 
their happiness and joy. Even with watercolours… They could act more freely – as you know, we are slightly 
stricter around here… They really enjoyed it

Children truly enjoyed it. And there was also this notion of progress that I have previously discussed with you… 
The worries accompanying the first visit – not knowing where you are going, what you are going to see and do – 
were exchanged with feelings of anticipation and longing. «Children, we are going to Point Centre next Friday 
and we are going to do this and that! »… They really liked it and they enjoyed the activities

I believe that they enjoyed the activities in which they could act in relation to art. I mean, I found that they 
enjoyed it more when they were asked to draw rather than observe. When the time arrived to act, they were 
more excited and were participating more actively

Children felt confident in that they felt special… We were the only ones participating in a programme such as 
this one…

On students’ response to 
the programme

Yes, you could use this kind of programme to reinforce interdisciplinary learning. Just as long as you are clear 
about the subject, the objectives and the learning outcomes you wish to achieve – teachers have to work with 
students in advance to ensure that they will respond in the best possible way

‘-Or it could be done vice-versa. I mean, you [the Point-Eleneio team] could take a look at the themes or sections 
we have to cover in different subjects, like Geography or History, and you could choose one…
-And you could present it to us in an interdisciplinary manner…
-And connect it to art…
-Or in partnership with us…
-We could choose themes or sections and hand them out to you and we could visit Point Centre and deliver the 
lesson there… But you must have a set goal…

On interdisciplinary 
learning: using art to 
enhance other subjects’ 
knowledge…

‘-Have you ever heard about the “culture of a school?” This is how I can interpret it. There exists an invisible 
thing… It is a culture in a school that is just there. Whatever you do, whichever programme you choose, the 
culture is always there. I know it sounds slightly pessimistic but… Whichever programme you carry out you 
might see a progression – whether it is positive or negative – but the culture does not alter…
-You need many years. For the culture of a school to change, you need a head teacher that will remain in the 
school for at least 6 years, you need to have permanent staff, and you need to have a vision for the school. The 
head teacher has to have clear objectives on how to alter the school’s culture…

Looking out to the future: 
how programmes like 
Point-Eleneio might  play 
an important role in a 
school’s curriculum

Teachers’ Feedback



PART V

Events



Exhibition  /  Conference
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Exhibition

The Point- Eleneio 
Exhibition:
art and learning for the 
local community
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Conference

Contemporary Museum 
and Gallery Education 
practices:
Local Communities meet 
Global Narratives
May 22-23, 2015

Point Centre for Contemporary Art
in collaboration with 
the University of Nicosia, Fine Arts 
Programme1 

with the support of the Department of 
Multimedia and Graphic Arts, Cyprus 
University of Technology 2

few doors down from Point Centre3
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Pre-Conference Workshop 
(Greek Language): 

Conference Workshops

Keynotes

Papers/Presentations



Local Communities 
meet Global Narratives 
conference review May 
20151

Esther Sayers, artist, 
gallery educator and 
lecturer at Goldsmiths, 
University of London.
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Digitally available at 1 



PART VI

Afterthoughts



Evanthia Tselika

Yurting: creating 
ephemeral creative 
environments

After the intense six-months of the project and four days after the conference the following 
thoughts were recorded on 27 May 2015.

dialogues following the presentations flowed within what felt as an environment shared with 

1

2

Afterthoughts I

1 

2 



Spect-actors and 
go-betweens

Chrystalleni Loizidou

Afterthoughts II
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